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SHORT STORIES. Scheming and revenge are the themes in these three strong
stories from Peter Rogers. Fiona and Gordon fall in love at first sight, but their
happiness is threatened by the scheming jealousy of tragically disabled Vilma,
who will go to any lengths to get her own way. Angela Clifford is desperate to
start a family but she and her husband are flat broke. However, money is about
to find its way into Angela's pocket, by a most unexpected route, in this pacy
farce. Carl and Greta Hoffmann are brother and sister in 1930s Germany, but
while Greta runs her restaurant and dreams of romance, Carl has graduated from
the Hitler Youth to the SS, and then the Gestapo. Against a background of
growing terror and persecution, Carl and Greta's lifestyles collide in a gruesome
climax. Peter Rogers offers his latest collection - two different takes on the lifeshattering effects of revenge, and a fast-moving cold-war farce in which the spies
bug each other and a lady is unmasked.
An anthropologist describes her last encounter with the !Kung people of
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Botswana, and her relationship with one remarkable woman, as she returns to
their village, stricken with breast cancer, to reconnect with these often-studied
people.
A compilation of current biographical information of general interest.
Daughter Journal NoteBook Book Details: Book Size 6'x9'100 Pages 50
SheetsBlanked Lined College Ruled Journal Noteboo
This Christmas join the De La Fuentes and McKenzies in Blossom Creek as they
celebrate the grand opening of Emelia’s Restaurant. Over twenty years after
Levi De La Fuente's parents opened the first Emelia’s, Levi and his cousin Ryan
are getting ready to open a second location. Emma De La Fuente manages the
first Emelia’s in Essex, Vermont for her parents. She’s in town to assist her
brother and cousin in getting the new restaurant ready for its grand opening.
However, she didn’t plan on the strong attraction she feels toward the town
Sheriff. The man with his sweet words and heated looks has managed to derail
her plans on returning home. While his sister is distracted, Levi finds himself in
need of rescuing from a rather embarrassing situation. Luckily for him, Vivien
Taylor, owner of Temptations, Blossom Creek’s handmade chocolate store,
appears just at the right time. If only he didn’t crave the sweet woman, then
maybe, this situation wouldn’t be so awkward. Blossom Creek just might be
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warm enough to melt the snow this holiday season.
"You were the love of my life, Shay. It never mattered to me that I wasn't yours."
Thanks to her philandering husband, Shayna Chastain's twenty-five-year
marriage crashed and burned. But she's no stranger to blindsides and
heartbreak. She will do what she has always done: put one foot in front of the
other and march forward. It's not easy to do, and her ex is making it even harder.
And then there's the new man in her life . . . Sean Parker owns an Italian
restaurant that has become Shayna's oasis. Their mutual attraction is instant, but
the fallout from their relationship will last a lifetime. Because behind Sean's cleancut, stylish exterior hides an unsavory past he has no intention of disclosing.
What matters to him is right now. And right now, there's no way in hell he's going
to lose the only woman he's ever loved. The only woman he can't live without. It
could all be perfect, if only her meddling ex would get out of the way . . . Frank
Chastain is a steely real estate mogul, who begrudgingly signed the dissolution
papers Shayna forced on him. He never wanted to divorce the love of his life,
always believed they could work it out. She'll be back. He's sure of it. And, now,
more than ever, he needs that to be true. Because he needs Shayna to help him
seal the lid shut on the secret that's threatening to destroy him. When the deadly
consequences of secrets and lies shatter Shayna's world, she will be left to pick
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up the pieces, alone, once again.
In pursuit of her dream to view grizzly bears in the wild, the daughter of the Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court is escorted into a remote area of
northwest Yellowstone National Park by Beth Richardson, Associate
Superintendent of Yellowstone. When the unexpected happens, former university
president Parker Williams, owner of the Gold Medal Fly-Fishing Shop in West
Yellowstone, Montana, is reluctantly drawn into a search and rescue mission
which increasingly seems hopeless. Meanwhile, a pending vote by the nine
justices of the United States Supreme Court on a controversial issue of national
and historic proportions is playing out in Washington, D.C. Influenced by
happenings in Yellowstone and orchestrated by a secretive organization
headquartered in Idaho bent on changing the direction of the country, the vote of
one justice means life or death unless Parker and Beth Richardson can
accomplish the seemingly impossible. The involvement of an investigative
reporter for The Washington Post and the participation of the FBI bring an
unexpected twist to their mission. A Watery Grave in Yellowstone is the fourth
novel in the Yellowstone Mystery Series. All are set against the backdrop of the
wonder and splendor of Yellowstone National Park, our nation’s premiere
national park. As with the previous three novels, all royalties and proceeds for the
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sale of A Watery Grave in Yellowstone are shared equally between two national
charitable organizations: Habitat for Humanity and Compassion International. No
royalties are retained by the author. Readers wishing to learn more about these
charities are referred to their respective websites.
EVELINAThe AlphaDavid Gomadza
I’ll do anything to protect my daughter… When I pick my beloved daughter Poppy
up from school one afternoon, my mind races when I see the little girl holding
Poppy’s hand. With the same heart-shaped face, long brown hair and dark eyes,
the two girls look identical. In fact, they look like sisters. Is the secret I’ve been
holding on to for so long about to be revealed? That night, I cuddle Poppy even
harder, desperately trying to decide what to do. And then my husband’s phone
vibrates. A message. And then another. And another. All from a number I don’t
recognise. Is someone going to tell my husband what I did? Could I be about to
lose everything I have worked so hard to protect? But I’ve spent so long hiding
the truth, I never stopped to wonder if I was the only liar in the family… The only
thing I’m sure of is that nobody is going to take my child away from me. If you
can’t get enough of addictive psychological thrillers like Gone Girl, The Wife
Between Us and The Marriage, you’ll love The Liar’s Child. With nail-biting
suspense and an ending that will make your heart pound, this is one book you
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simply won’t be able to put down. What readers are saying about Sheryl Browne:
‘Oh my goodness I can finally breathe!! What an amazing, addictive, totally
gripping read this was… you will not be able to put it down!!!’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘I read it in less than a day, I HAD to know what happened, to
who and when!!!!… 10/10.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Phew… Goosebumps,
shivers down my spine and the hairs on the back of my neck were standing on
end, that’s how good this book is.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Woah! This
book was crazy good, talk about mind games! Wow, I feel out of breath after
reading this! Absolutely sucked me in, I was totally captivated and couldn't put
this one down… an incredible read… blew my mind.’ Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars
‘WOW! Grabbed me from the BIG bam in the beginning all the way to the last
word! Twisted, twisty, dark, compulsive rollercoaster of a story!… Read this
book!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! Wow! Wow! Wow! What a
rollercoaster of a ride that story was, bloody brilliant!… If you enjoyed The Girl on
the Train and Gone Girl then this story is for you!’ Between the Pages Book
Club, 5 stars ‘I’m speechless… it is just that amazing.’ Rachel’s Random
Reads, 5 stars ‘Clear some room in your diary, you will not want to put this
down!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Absolutely amazing. Twisted, thrilling and
chilling. This book is one you will pick up and not want to put down. A five plus
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star!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Stunning… Gripping, tense and suspenseful…
a heart in mouth and pulse-racing realistic thriller… I loved it.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘An unputdownable read. I loved that I had no idea what the
author had in store next for me.’ By the Letter Book Reviews, 5 stars
A middle-aged widow, commuter of Amsterdam goes to Pakistan and weds a
gentleman. Soon as the groom arrives into The Netherlands for a family reunion,
he shockingly discovers in her a ‘spoilt’ woman. The man tries to save his bond
of marriage but the wronged woman neither wants to be tamed due to aspects of
love, nor does she co-operate. Instead, she rather wants her man to close his
eyes and to shut up his mouth if ever he wishes to become a legitimate resident
in her country. The egoist man doesn’t compromise on self-respect of a saintly
husband and thus is thrown out into streets quite empty-handed and
undocumented. Then he gets afraid of going back to his homeland predicting a
social ridiculous. Years passed in such a dreary and stoned life-style that one
day the city police arrests him against his unlawful status and surrenders him to
the foreign police who when fails to deport, sets him free like a squeezed lemon
after he having served a year’s custodial sentence. The author describes how a
few Asian immigrants and their spoiled descendants who once get settled into
the Western states . forget about their past of struggling. . trap and bait to their
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own continent/ country-fellows by showing on them a false fairyland. . and try to
demoralize a Western society by using its culture as a shield or weapon to fulfill
their own sensual curiosity which seems difficult to meet in their own sender
lands. The author also regrets to inflexibility of the constitution and rejects to the
old theory ‘nobody is above law’. He urges on the law-makers must to defend
on humanitarian grounds to those noble outlanders who become illegal by some
accident, or by a misfortune befell on them and not by fraud or cheating like do
often the professional invaders or regular tress-passers breaking into some
country’s barriers. The whole story convincingly draws a picture of human
courage and endurance against all odds mixed in shadow of oppression and
optimism by giving an entire message ‘never quit’. A compulsively true heart
saga with a positive energy_ readable, thought-provoking and enjoyable.
"The play tells in one act the Biblical story of Salome, stepdaughter of the tetrarch
Herod Antipas, who, to her stepfather's dismay but to the delight of her mother
Herodias, requests the head of Jokanaan (John the Baptist) on a silver platter as
a reward for dancing the dance of the seven veils." -- Wikipedia.com.
The entire series is together for a limited time. This box set includes the complete
Love Series - Let Love In, Let Love Stay, Let Love Heal, Let Love Shine, Let
Love Be, and Let Love Live. From New Adult to M/m Contemporary Romance,
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there's something in here for everyone. Laugh, cry, and fall in love with the
couples of this bestselling series.
My Very Own Millionaire by Pat Warren released on Feb 22, 2002 is available
now for purchase.
‘Brilliant – oh my word you can book after book after book but every so often a
gem will emerge and this is one of them…. Totally blown away with how good the
storyline is… and that conclusion, never saw it coming!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
????? She threw open the door, running to the crib. When she looked inside, she
gasped. The world around her went silent. Inside, there was nothing but a small
stuffed elephant. Where was her baby? When young, single mother Hannah is
found murdered by the banks of a twisting Oklahoma creek, her one-year-old
daughter sleeping in a stroller near her body, the small town of Dead Woman
Crossing reels in horror. Detective Kimberley King, recently relocated from New
York to Oklahoma, with her young daughter Jessica, can’t ignore the similarity of
Hannah’s death to the case of Katie James, the woman that the town of Dead
Woman Crossing is named after. Katie was murdered in front of her small
daughter in 1905, on the banks of the same creek, and it seems that someone is
drawing inspiration from the crime. Could this killer be a copycat? But as she
interviews suspects, Kimberley is met with blank faces and closed lips. In a small
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town, people won’t talk and when she pursues a promising lead, her own family
turn their back on her. Kimberley isn’t afraid to ask questions, but when she
receives a threatening note, she realises that, as a single mother to a young
daughter, she might be putting herself dangerously in the killer’s sights … A
gripping, atmospheric crime thriller inspired by true events, about a town on the
edge of collapse and a murder that shakes the community. Dead Woman
Crossing is perfect for fans of Rachel Caine, Lisa Regan and Jane Harper.
Readers are loving Dead Woman Crossing: ‘This book is simply excellent
through and through. The lead character of Kimberley King is destined to become
one of the great characters in the genre… the dialogue is punchy and begs you to
just go for one more chapter, and the atmosphere is phenomenal. I truly felt like I
was in the town where it was all taking place, the wind brushing my face as I hear
the wheat stalks sway. J.R. Adler is a dynamite talent and the first book in this
series was a grad slam so I am beyond excited to see where this series goes. If
you like thrillers then... scratch that... if you like reading then you owe it to
yourself to pick this up. It is one hell of an amazing ride’ Goodreads Reviewer,
????? ‘I was captivated from the beginning… I could hardly put the book down
…Loved it. 5 stars.’ B is for Book Review, ????? ‘Really enjoyed this book, can’t
wait for the next one in the series. It was unputdownable I read it in one sitting. It
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was tense and full of action that kept me entertained and engaged in the story. I
had my suspicions but I was wrong, love that when you don’t expect the bad guy
or the ending. Very good book and I highly recommend!’ Bonnie’s Book Talk
‘Very gripping… how this story comes together is just brilliant and Kimberley is so
sassy can’t wait for book 2 once you start you won’t want to stop’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘The end is completely unexpected, and I can't wait to read the
next book.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘This book will grab you from its first
pages! King is a lead character that women can relate to... It's a great book and
looking forward to seeing more of King and Walker in this series!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘I was drawn in from the very first page and was totally
engrossed until the very surprising ending! I cannot wait for the next one to come
out!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘You have to read this if you are a fan of well-written
suspense that leaves you breathlessly turning the pages. Dead Woman Crossing
by J.R. Adler exceeded my expectations, and I can’t wait for what this author
writes next.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘A compelling read with some interesting
characterisations and it certainly left me wanting to read more about Kimberley,
Sam and Dead Woman Crossing.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
A firsthand account of the immigrant experience in America Frank Mendez, a
child of Mexican immigrants begins his memoir with the story of his father's
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harrowing migration from Mexico to Texas in 1920 as he escaped from Zapata's
guerrrillos and continues with his story of growing up in northeast Ohio. He
recounts the Mendez family's experience with the Depression, living in the Lorain,
Ohio barrio, labor issues, racism, and World War II. Mendez dropped out of high
school in 1943 and enlisted in the Marine Corps where he served twenty-two
months in the Pacific theatre. When he returned to Lorain, he received his high
school diploma, bachelor's and master's degrees, and a professional engineering
license. With an easy, engaging style, Mendez deals directly with the matter of
personal identity, addressing the issues that confronted him as he tried to sort out
his sometimes conflicting Mexican and American heritage. You Can't Be Mexican
comments on the social and political issues of the twentieth century and will
appeal to those interested in immigrant studies and ethnicity studies and modern
social history. " Every immigrant group which has ever come to this country has
its own story to tell. Many of the stories have common threads, however, and
Mendez's detailed recollection of the personalities, the emotions, the
disappointments and joys relate to the understanding that this is a country of
immigrants, whose experience is woven into a shared culture. I know others will
enjoy this book as much as I did."--Ambler H. Moss Jr., Professor of International
Studies, University of Miami (former U.S. Ambassador to Panama, 1978- 1982)
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Family always comes first. Alma, New York is the perfect town, right down to the
coordinated shopfront decorations on Main Street, and Gina Dewar is the perfect
wife, mother, daughter-in-law. She understands the responsibility that comes with
marrying into America’s golden family, and she tries not to burden her husband
Bobby with drama from her own small-town past. But a summer house in the
Hamptons doesn’t always buy happiness, and the Dewars aren’t quite as apple
pie as they seem. When Bobby is publicly accused of having an affair cracks
start to appear in the Dewar clan, and when he denies any knowledge, Gina
faces an impossible dilemma. Should she stand by her husband, or listen to her
sister-in-law, telling her that there is more to this story? As the town explodes
with speculation, Gina tries to keep the gossips out of her marriage. After all, no
one knows better than her that secrets should stay in the family. But then she
hears the rumor that Bobby’s supposed mistress is pregnant and she is shaken
to the core. With the future of her family so uncertain, Gina is about to find out
what she’s willing to do to protect those she loves… A moving, emotionally
gripping novel about family secrets and the space between loyalty and trust. A
stunning new read for fans of Elin Hilderbrand, Emily Giffin and Jennifer Weiner.
Readers love Cecilia Lyra: “ABSOLUTELY UNPUTDOWNABLE. Warm and
emotional. I loved it completely from beginning to end… captured my heart from
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the first page… Brilliant writing, lovable characters, real situations, the book was
everything I needed and more.” Book Reviews by Shalini, 5 stars “A simply
glorious read!… One of the best books I read this year!” Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars “Definitely for fans of Elin Hilderbrand. I absolutely loved it and liked that
the drama was intense but there was reprieve and easy reading in between. It
was well-written and truly the perfect beach read.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
“WOW! What an incredible story that brought out so many emotions.” Heidi
Lynn’s Book Reviews, 5 stars “A fantastic read!… I cried at quite a few spots. I
didn't want this book to end!!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Delightful,
bittersweet and beguiling… Had me utterly enchanted. The Sunset Sisters is
uplifting and compelling and I highly recommend it.” Brianne’s Book Reviews, 5
stars “Brilliant book. Loved it.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “The perfect summer
story.” Goodreads reviewer “A fantastic, great read. The story is full of emotions.
Recommend it.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “A great book.” Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “Read this in one day.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “A great
read… has the full gamut of emotions and it's not to be missed.” NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars “An emotional, heart-warming summer read that is perfect to lay
back and relax with on lazy, summer afternoons… this story pulled at my heart
strings and took me on an emotional, heart-warming ride the entire way through.”
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Goodreads reviewer “Love, lies and betrayal at its best. This is a compulsive
read, one I had difficulty putting down.” Goodreads reviewer “The kind of story I
love! Family secrets, all those skeletons in the closets makes for a book I
couldn’t put down!” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Amazing, emotional.”
Goodreads reviewer “An emotional, heart-warming summer read… will envelope
you and not let you out of its grasp until you have read each and every word of
this bittersweet, emotional tale… this story pulled at my heart strings and took me
on an emotional, heart-warming ride the entire way through.” Goodreads
reviewer
Get four of my stand-alone books with a female main character together in one
ebook package. This set, titled Dark is Deepest, includes Tattooed Teardrops,
which won the Top Fiction Prize in the 2016 In the Margins Top Ten Books for
Teens literary award. Buying them all together and save. Included are: Stand
Alone – Is Justine crazy? Everyone thinks so, but Justine can’t give up her
sense of who she is—someone far different than the loving daughter Em expects
her to be—to just fit in and be happy. She is sure that Em secretly holds the key to
who Justine really is. But if she does, Em isn’t talking. Tattooed Teardrops – “I
don’t plan on getting in any trouble.” Tamara had thought that when she got out
of juvie, things would be easier. But before long, it seems like her life is spiraling
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into chaos. If she can’t prove to her probation officer that she is innocent of the
allegations against her, she’s going back to prison, and Tamara just can’t let
that happen. Cynthia has a Secret – One day, fifteen-year-old Carmina Knight’s
life was perfect, and the next, she’d lost everything. Her family, her home, almost
everything that she knew. Alone on the streets, she can’t trust anyone, but she
also can’t make it alone. Questing for a Dream – Nadie is a bright but rebellious
teen growing up Manitoba Cree. Living in abject poverty, she tries to help care for
the younger children in the band. Devastated by the drowning death of her little
cousin and unable to overcome her grief, Nadie leaves the band. How can she
find her own place in a foreign world where she is abused and discriminated
against, and for the first time in her life, completely alone?
A suspenseful romantic action-packed thriller. A gorgeous young lady turned
Most Wanted. A romantic trip and a love to die for. A hidden secret. An evil brutal
regime practicing a cult they believe existed even before God created the world.
Until the regime is stopped life is on the line. A must read. ABOUT THE SERIES
EVELINA A secret cult that existed even before this world was created is still at
the center of murder a thousand years later. A ruthless regime is using this cult to
run rampage and havoc. A corrupt and evil world where murder is the norm. A
place so dark and scary where they all come out in numbers where they are
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slaughtered in thousands. A place where they are naked:-no rights, hopes, or
anything to hang on to. A place where the only hope and courage is the heartengraved-belief that someone will solve God's Dilemma and rise to save
humanity. A pledge to fight to the death because the sole existence of the regime
is to restore the lost kingdom of darkness at humanity's expense. Where
restoring it means slaughtering two-thirds of the world's population in 48 hours
known as the 48 Hours of Darkness. It's a story of great courage in the face of
death. The rise of Tomorrow's World Order citing the system as the root of all evil
setting a collision course with the regime. The suspenseful questions are when
and of what magnitude will the collision be and the devastating outcome? Will the
regime allow a system change? Where stakes are high and the regime will
defend the system at any cost will they succeed and at what cost? How can
mankind survive the most feared devil's ghosts? Are you to be the lucky few to
be spared in the 48 hours of darkness? Is mankind doomed or there is hope?
What is God's Dilemma and can it really be solved? Unless God's Dilemma is
solved mankind is doomed. A race against time where it's a matter of life or death
for the strongest men let alone for Evelina caught up in all this. Will she survive
the greatest manhunt since the world was created with everyone after her with
the most powerful man demanding her too? Only one way to find out. Get this
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book right now.
As a single 51-year-old woman, Elizabeth had given up hope of ever becoming a
mother. When she was approved to adopt ten-year-old Lara, a sweet and caring
girl, it was a dream come true. Elizabeth knew that her new daughter had had a
difficult past but when she found out that Lara had been abused, the extent of her
emotional damage became clear. By the age of twelve, Lara was often out of
control, hanging out with drug dealers in Oxford, disappearing for days. For the
next five years Elizabeth put herself in danger to rescue her daughter time and
time again, while battling the authorities who failed to give Lara the help she so
desperately needed. She had no idea that her daughter was being trafficked by a
sex ring. Because she refused to give up on Lara, today Elizabeth and Lara have
a close and loving relationship. Deeply moving, You Can't Have My Daughter is
the story of a mother determined to keep her promise to her daughter: 'I will
always be there for you, whether you want me to or not'.
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